professional gluing.
PIZZI product range.
PIZZI is a worldwide leading Italian manufacturer specialised in systems and machinery for cold glue
application.
We are able to design, engineer and manufacture any gluing solutions for applying cold glue and adhesives.
Next to our wide standard product range, we can supply custom solutions both for manual and full automated
systems and machines.
Thanks to a 40 years know-how and an extraordinary production flexibility, we offer our customers the
following three lines of gluing technologies:
HAND-HELD GLUE SPREADERS
Complete range of hand-held glue spreaders (4 different widths, 72/120/150/180 mm., 3 different types of
rollers).
Technical information: our hand-held glue spreaders are suitable for PVA, UREA and PU adhesives.
Rubber rollers are suitable for the majority of flat surfaces.
Sponge rollers are perfect to apply glue onto surfaces which absorb more glue, porous surfaces such as
softwoods and MDF and again for uneven surfaces – five parts cabinet doors -, profiles – finger joints, frames
and shells.
The third option a is medium hard sponge roller to apply PU adhesives, polyurethane adhesive one component,
liquid, moisture-reactive. This roller is disposable in a 2 to 3 days time.
PRESSURISED GLUE FEEDERS
_high quality steel and stainless steel pneumatic feeders for the of PVA glues;
_stainless steel pneumatic feeders for the application of polyurethane (PUR) adhesives;
_stainless steel pneumatic feeders for the application of contact adhesives;
_stainless steel pneumatic feeders for the spraying of glue and paint.
AUTOMATIC GLUING MACHINES
_glue-spreading machines for the joinery and the furniture industry;
_glue-spreading machines for window and doors and for solid wood processing.
Custom solutions both for manual and full automated systems and machines.
A very important detail is that both the pneumatic feeders range and the glue-spreading machines fit out with a
wide range of standard nozzles (see our documentation). For both lines, special nozzles on customer’s sample
can be shaped on request. This service is the result of a consolidated experience as well as a standing evolution
and it represents an important sales argument enabling the complete satisfaction of end-users’ needs.
Accurate gluing is becoming more and more important not only in order to save glue and time and speed-up all
gluing operation in the production process but also for reaching the necessary resistance and durability
certifications for all wooden products which are important and required in the today global market.
Our precise and efficient systems together with a wide program of gluing solutions support our customers to
manufacture their products more economically, reducing energy consumption, time and therefore having a
positive impact on the environment. And this is why I feel that I see many manufacturers more sensitive to
speed up and improve their gluing stations in the various processes and production cycles.
PIZZI is the full range supplier - from a single manual applicator to fully-automatic production machines. Our
partners receive everything from a single source.
The result is always a customised solution for optimal value creation…
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